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Raleigh,Cary,N.C. Raccoon & Squirrel Removal in Homes. Trapper Dan’s Wildlife & Pest gives
advice.

The winter months are upon us and Raccoons and Squirrels found in homes and structures are prevalent
around the triangle. Trapper Dan’s Wildlife and Pest Control has these tips for homeowners when dealing
with these night-time bandits.

Dec. 13, 2009 - PRLog -- With the temperatures falling, the occurrences of raccoons, squirrels and other
wildlife entering buildings and homes are substantial among North Carolina structures.

Most of the time animals will enter structures in search of a nesting area to wait out the winter, but in many
cases these places become nurseries for their young. Some of the signs that may indicate that you have an
unwanted guest checking inn, are the following.

The most important thing to determine when investigating and uneasy noise coming from your attic or
structures is entry routes and the actual noises that you are hearing.

For example, if you’re hearing fast paced foot steps throughout your ceiling and they seem to occur first
thing in the morning and right before it gets dark you may be dealing with squirrels.

If you hear large thumps and the foot steps seem to sound large you may be dealing with a raccoon. Some
other signs include med to large entry holes along your roof line and or paw prints on the building materials
of your home. Raccoons are nocturnal and are most active at night. Raccoons are normally stand off shy
animals but when threaten are unpredictable and should not be handled by people that lack experience.  If
you believe that you have a raccoon problem you should contact a trained Wildlife Damage Control Agent
to deal with you wildlife issue. If you see where the raccoon is entering you structure you should not try to
seal the entry because you may seal the raccoon along with babies in your attic. If this was too happened
the raccoon’s survival tactics would kick in and the animal would cause more damage to exit the structure. 

Wildlife control is an inexact science and therefore it requires experience and expertise when dealing with
wildlife issues. 

For more information about Raccoon and Squirrel Removal, Please feel free to contact Trapper Dan’s
Wildlife and Pest Control at 919-610-4853 or visit them on the web at www.trapperdans.com.

Trapper Dan’s Wildlife and Pest Control is a full service wildlife and pest control company serving central
North Carolina. Their staff is trained and equipped to handle any wildlife or pest issue that you may be
facing.
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